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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: CT and MR imaging are widely used for the staging of head and neck cancer. Currently, there are no data
regarding whether the primary tumor, nodes, metastasis (TNM) staging is routinely incorporated into radiology reports. We conducted a
national survey to determine whether radiologists routinely address staging, in particular regarding T (primary tumor) and N (nodal).

MATERIALS AND METHODS: The survey was sent to 782 members of the American Society of Head and Neck Radiology. The survey
asked whether they assign TN staging in reports. If they do assign TN staging, what are the reasons for doing so, and if not, what are the
barriers or reasons for not including it in the radiology report? The method of measuring the size of the primary tumor and pathologic
lymph nodes was also queried.

RESULTS: A total of 229 responses were returned (29.3% response rate). Approximately half (49%; 95% confidence interval, 43.55–54.5%)
of the responders thought that incorporating TN staging is important. However, only 24.5% (95% confidence interval, 19.8%–29.2%) stated
that they routinely assigned TN staging in their radiology reports. The most common barriers were being afraid of being inaccurate (59%)
and being unable to remember the staging classifications (58.2%); 76.9% indicated that they measure a primary tumor in 3D.

CONCLUSIONS: Staging head and neck cancer based on imaging presents unique challenges. Nearly half of the responding radiologists
think it is important to incorporate TN staging in radiology reports, though only a quarter of them routinely do so in practice.

ABBREVIATIONS: H&N � head and neck; TNM � (primary) tumor, nodes, metastasis

CT and MR imaging are widely used for the staging of a newly

diagnosed head and neck (H&N) squamous cell carcinoma.1-4

Treatment decisions depend on various factors, including the

stage of disease, pathologic type, comorbidities, certain risk fac-

tors such as human papillomavirus status, and the patient’s pref-

erence regarding treatment. Consistent, accurate, and precise

characterization of H&N cancer on the imaging report is thus an

integral component of staging of H&N squamous cell carcinoma.

The primary tumor, nodes, metastasis (TNM) classification of

the American Joint Committee on Cancer/Union for Interna-

tional Cancer Control is a widely accepted staging system. The

tumor stage impacts treatment decisions, predicts prognosis, and

helps determine the patient’s eligibility for various clinical trials.

An explicit statement of the American Joint Committee on Can-

cer TNM classification in radiology reports has not been the stan-

dard practice to date.3,5 The value of incorporating staging infor-

mation into radiology reports on treatment decisions or,

ultimately, outcomes has not been previously studied or reported,

to our knowledge.

Currently, there are no data regarding how often TNM staging

information is routinely incorporated into radiology reports for

patients with H&N squamous cell carcinoma. We conducted a

national survey to determine whether radiologists routinely re-

port the stage of the primary tumor and metastatic nodes in their

final imaging interpretation in patients with H&N cancer. In ad-

dition, we explored the perceived barriers and values of incorpo-

rating TN staging among radiologists. Because cross-sectional im-

aging was emphasized, and not PET/CT, questions regarding

distant metastases were not included.

The aim of this pilot study, therefore, was to assess the current

practice of assigning a TN stage in the radiology report. This in-

formation may improve understanding in current practice and

permit an open discussion among radiologists, oncologists, sur-

geons, administrators, and payers regarding how standardized
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radiology reports could potentially add value to the care of the

patient with H&N cancer.6

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Procedure
The study was approved by University of Washington institu-

tional review board. An electronic survey (Fig 1) was sent to 782

active members of the American Society of Head and Neck Radi-

ology via their e-mail address in April 2014. Nonresponders were

contacted with a reminder after 1 week. Data were collected anon-

ymously by using Catalyst software (http://www.amd.com/

en-us/innovations/software-technologies/catalyst) to protect re-

sponders’ privacy. Participants were not required to answer all

questions and could choose to omit certain responses according

to their level of comfort.

The survey asked the following ques-

tions: 1) the nature of practice (aca-

demic versus private); 2) years of expe-

rience; 3) whether the radiologist

subspecialized in H&N radiology, deter-

mined by self-identification; 4) their

practice of routine assignment of TN

staging in CT/MR reports; 5) the reasons

for not explicitly reporting the stage in

reports; or 6) the reasons for assigning

the stage in reports; and 7) the impor-

tance of incorporating TN or TNM stag-

ing in a radiology report.

In addition, we asked the method of

measuring the primary tumor and cervi-

cal lymph node size because these mea-

sures impact the assignment of T and N

staging. The different methods of mea-

suring can have varying prognosis and

treatment modalities.4,7,8

Figure 1 shows the copy of survey.

Instrument
Questions were formulated with multi-

ple-choice answers by using the Catalyst

software. Seven questions were limited

to only 1 choice, whereas 2 questions

provided the possibility of choosing

multiple answers. The 2 questions, 5)

What are the reasons you do not explic-

itly report the stage in reports, and 6)

What are the reasons you do assign the

stage in reports, also included an addi-

tional “Other” answer with a comment

box available for any responses not listed

as an answer choice.

Statistical Analysis
Response statistics were given in the

Catalyst software. Data were analyzed

by using standard descriptive statis-

tics. Further frequency tabulation and

descriptive statistics were calculated

by using Excel, Version 14.4.4 (Microsoft, Redmond, Washington).

Confidence interval calculation was performed by using The

Survey System (http://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm).

RESULTS
Participant Demographics
A total of 229 responses were received within 2 weeks (29.3%

response rate). More than 62.8% (95% CI, 57.5%– 68.0%) of

the responders were in an academic practice, 23.8% (95% CI,

19.2%–28.4%) of responders were in private practice, and

13.5% (95% CI, 9.8%–17.2%) reported being in combined pri-

vate and academic practice; 63.3% had �8 years of experience,

12.7% of the responders had 5– 8 years of experience, 17.0%

had 2–5 years of experience, and 7.0% of responders had �2

FIG 1. Survey questions.
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years of experience. Subspecialization in H&N radiology was

reported by 72.1% of respondents (Table 1).

Reasons for Not Incorporating TN Staging in Routine
Radiology Reports
Of the total participants, 24.5% stated that they routinely assigned

TN staging in radiology reports. Furthermore, 30.3% (95% CI,

24%–36.5%) of those who subspecialize in H&N radiology rou-

tinely perform TN staging. The 2 most frequent responses to po-

tential reasons for not stating the TN stage in reports or barriers to

such staging were fear of inaccuracies and being unable to remem-

ber the staging classification (Table 2). These responses may be

due to the periodic changes of TNM classification9 because the

system is reviewed every 7–10 years and there are changes in the

staging system at various subsites. Approximately one-third

thought that reporting staging was not required, and 18% did not

give the stage due to lack of reimbursement.

Of the 32.6% who replied “other,” the answers were broadly

categorized as follows: 40.5% responded that insufficient clinical

data were provided to accurately report TN staging and that stag-

ing without considering clinical data was not advised. For exam-

ple, vocal cord mobility is an important factor for staging laryn-

geal cancer and cannot always be accurately determined solely on

imaging.10 16.2% stated that referring physicians prefer to do it

themselves to prevent conflicting readings and that referring phy-

sicians prefer not to have radiology TNM staging in the report.

13.5% responded that their imaging interpretation including all

necessary staging information, just not in the final TN staging.

Staging being done with referring physicians at a Tumor Board

setting was reported in 10.8%. Not interpreting PET scans that are

essential for staging was reported in 8.1%. Finally, 5.4% reported

that the referring clinician may not fully understand the complex-

ity of staging based solely on imaging.

Reasons for Incorporating TN Staging in Routine
Radiology Reports
Responders who routinely assign TN staging indicated that the

reasons for such practice are the following; 1) They believe it adds

value to the report, 2) it helps determine treatment decisions, and

3) it is of educational value (Table 3). “Not applicable” was avail-

able for those who did not routinely assign TN staging. The num-

ber of people who answered this question (n � 115) exceeded the

number responding that they routinely assign TN staging. We

speculate that some selected the reasons for incorporating TN

staging on the basis of their expertise, despite not routinely assign-

ing TN staging in their reports. Other responses included the fol-

lowing: 1) to speak same language as head and neck surgery col-

leagues, 2) marketing, 3) faster presentation at the Tumor Board,

and 5) the pathology department follows the College of American

Pathologists protocol to assign pTNM staging, as such radiolo-

gists should assign rTNM staging.

Measurements of Primary Tumor
The survey also asked how radiologists measure the size of a pri-

mary H&N tumor, which is an important determinant of TN

staging. Measuring a primary tumor in 3D was reported in 76.9%

(95% CI, 72.%– 81.5%), 17.3% (95% CI, 13.2%–21.4%) of the

responders measure a primary tumor in 2D, and 5.8% (95% CI,

3.%– 8.1%) of participants measure a primary tumor in 1D (ie, in

the axial plane; Figs 2 and 3).

Measurements of Cervical Lymph Node Size
Measurements of cervical lymph node size were quite variable.

The survey showed 37.3% (95% CI, 32%–42.6%) of respondents

measured lymph nodes in the longest axial dimension, 17.3% (95%

CI, 13.2%–21.4%) reported that they measure along the short axial

dimension, 28.4% (95% CI, 23.5%–33.3%) of responders measure

cervical lymph nodes in 2 and 16.9% (95% CI, 12.8%–21%) re-

ponders measured in 3D, including the craniocaudal dimension.

Perceived Importance of Incorporating TN Staging into
Routine Practice
Approximately half (48.9%) of the responders answered that assign-

ing TN staging was important, and 34.9% were neutral in their views.

Only 16.2% thought it was not important (Table 4). However,

among the respondents who indicated that TN staging was impor-

tant, 53.6% were not incorporating the stage into their routine

dictations.

Table 1: Survey responder demographics
Variable No. of Responses Frequency

Nature of Practice 229
Academic 144 62.8%
Private 54 23.8%
Both 31 13.5%

Years of Experience 229
�2 years 16 7.0%
2–5 years 39 17.0%
5–8 years 29 12.7%
�8 years 145 63.3%

Subspecialty 229
Head and neck radiology 165 72.1%
Other subspecialization

of radiology
64 27.9%

Table 2: Perceived barriers to incorporating staging in radiology
reportsa

Answer
No. of Responses

(n = 227) Frequency
Afraid of inaccuracy 134 59.0%
Unable to remember staging

classification
132 58.2%

Time-consuming 106 46.7%
Not required 81 35.7%
Other 74 32.6%
No reimbursement 41 18.1%

a The sum of responses exceeds the total number of responses (n � 227) because
participants were able to choose multiple answers for this particular question.

Table 3: Reasons for assigning TN staging in radiology reportsa

Answer
No. of Responses

(n = 115) Frequency
Believe in added value required

from surgery or oncology
colleagues

60 52.2%

Help the treatment decision 50 43.5%
Not applicable 40 34.8%
Educational value 38 33.0%
Other 17 14.8%

a The sum of responses exceeds the total number of responses (n � 115) because
participants were able to choose multiple answers for this particular question.
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DISCUSSION
We conducted this survey to understand the current practice

among radiologists primarily in the United States regarding the

use of the TNM staging, and more specifically the TN character-

istics, in their routine reports. Our goal is to open a discussion

among radiologists, referring physicians, administrators, and

payers on how radiology reports could provide relevant staging

information in an unambiguous fashion.11

To our knowledge, this is the first reported national survey

regarding imaging-based staging for practicing neuroradiologists

and H&N radiologists. We found that approximately half of the

responding radiologists viewed it as im-
portant to incorporate TN staging in re-
ports, though only 24.5% of radiologists
routinely assign a stage in these reports.

One of the more common factors
preventing radiologists from using TN
staging appeared to be a lack of sufficient
clinical data available to the radiologist.
TN staging based solely on imaging find-
ings is thus perceived to be inaccurate.
Some radiologists thought that with in-
complete history and clinical data, it was
outside their scope of practice to rou-
tinely report formal TN staging. They
also replied that applying TN staging on
the basis of imaging alone can lead to
incomplete data and may potentially
carry medical-legal ramifications. For
practices with robust electronic medical
records allowing readily available clini-
cal information, this concern may not be
a major barrier. One subsite where stag-
ing might be limited by not knowing the
clinical examination results is staging of
laryngeal cancer,10 where vocal cord
mobility would change the T stage. An-
other subsite where lack of clinical infor-
mation may limit accurate imaging-
based staging is oral cavity cancer, where
mucosal extent is clearly assessed by the
physical examination. Cross-sectional
imaging does not demonstrate the ex-
tent of the superficial mucosal portion
of the oral cavity lesion. If this informa-
tion is not available in the electronic
medical records, the interpretation
could include all other imaging findings
needed for staging.

Some responders thought that radi-
ologists must provide surgeons and
treating physicians with the relevant
staging information, but it is treating
physicians’ responsibility to merge the
clinical and radiology information to
stage the patient. No studies to date have
addressed how often radiology reports

include all relevant staging information

for treating physicians to determine accurate staging. A structured

reporting system incorporating the American Joint Committee
on Cancer staging system may help provide complete information
necessary for staging each head and neck subsite. To mitigate the
perceived limitations related to lack of clinical information, the
radiology report could state, “Stage based on imaging alone is T2
N1,” for example. Another method of reporting could be similar
to the pathology report, by using a lowercase r, for example rT2
N1, similar to cT2 N1, which represents staging based on clinical
examination.

In addition, an important goal of cross-sectional imaging such

FIG 2. Contrast-enhanced axial (A) and coronal (B) CT images of a patient with posterior pharyn-
geal wall cancer. The transaxial dimension is 2.5 cm (short arrow), though the craniocaudal di-
mension exceeds 4 cm (long arrow). Therefore, based on size alone, the stage is T3. Addition of
concurrent chemotherapy to radiation therapy would be appropriate in a T3, but not a T2 lesion.
Additional factors that would upstage this tumor, as described in American Joint Committee on
Cancer, 7th edition (https://cancerstaging.org/Pages/default.aspx) are extension to the larynx,
involvement of extrinsic tongue muscles, medial pterygoid muscle involvement, or hard palate or
mandible invasion. These are all imaging-based characteristics.

FIG 3. Contrast-enhanced axial (A) and coronal (B) CT images of a patient with squamous cell
carcinoma of the right base of the tongue. Although the transaxial dimension is 1.8 cm (short
arrow), the craniocaudal dimension is 3.5 cm, technically at least a T2 lesion, if only the size is
considered. These measurements can only be accurately acquired on imaging. Note that the
largest craniocaudal dimension (long arrow) is submucosal, and on the basis of physical examina-
tion alone, this tumor could be grossly understaged.
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as CT or MR imaging is to address the deeper extension of tumor
(Fig 4), not to measure the superficial mucosal extent of a tumor.

A superficial tongue lesion with no deep invasion may not be

visible on CT or MR imaging and therefore would be potentially

understaged on the basis of imaging alone. Contrary to other body

sites, such as lung cancer in which staging is based solely on im-

aging findings, the staging of H&N cancer sometimes requires

knowledge of the clinical findings. In these settings, the dicta-

tion can be as thorough as possible so that Tumor Board mem-

bers can assign a stage. These examples support the above-

mentioned concerns of radiologists, and such limitations

should be acknowledged. A multidisciplinary Tumor Board

setting is an ideal situation to discuss the clinical and imaging

findings and assign a single TN stage, so that proper treatment

can be planned.

This survey revealed that 76.9% of the responders measure a

primary H&N tumor in 3D. It is critically important because the

staging depends on the largest dimension of a tumor, which is not

necessarily the largest transaxial dimension (Fig 2). For example,

a 1.8-cm tonsil cancer in the transaxial dimension may extend

more than 2 cm in the craniocaudal dimension, which should be

staged at least T2 based on size, and not T1 (Fig 3). Even though

response evaluation criteria in solid tumors require only 1D mea-

surement to address the therapeutic effect of investigational drugs

in clinical trials, 3D measurement of H&N cancer more accurately

reflects real tumor burden in an individual patient.12,13

The measurement of cervical lymph nodes was more variable

than that for primary tumors among the survey responders. It has

been reported that the short axial diameter of lymph nodes is the

most accurate indicator of metastatic versus normal or reactive

nodes.8,14 The largest diameter of the lymph node also affects the

nodal staging, which is not necessarily the largest transaxial diam-

eter of the lymph nodes. With the advancement of CT technology

and isometric voxel size, coronal or sagittal reformatted images

are routinely obtained in most current practices.15 Thus, measur-

ing the largest dimension of a lymph node is essential for accurate

nodal staging.

TN staging in radiology reports is critical in providing essential

information for treatment planning and prognosis of various

cancers.16,17 It allows precise preoperative extent of tumor, which

enhances levels of objectivity of clinical staging based on physical

examination.18 The Quality and Productivity: Proposed Case

Study performed by the National Institute for Health and Care

Excellence in the United Kingdom demonstrated that TNM clas-

sification not explicitly stated but rather implied in free text for-

mat led to delays in treatment or incorrect decisions regarding

treatment.19 This study showed that structured radiology reports

that include explicit TNM staging for cervical, endometrial, ovar-

ian, prostate, and rectal cancer improved prognostic accuracy and

reduced cost on the basis of reduced time seeking clarification,

with approximate saving of £2900 (US $4,150) per 100,000 pop-

ulation (www.evidence.nhs.uk/qualityandproductivity).19

One of the limitations of the current study is that it was sent to

only members of the American Society of Head and Neck Radi-

ology. These results may not apply to a broader and less special-

ized group of radiologists. The argument can be made that all

oncologic studies should be interpreted and reported by subspe-

cialists because treatment regimens vary, on the basis almost en-

tirely of the stage. The importance of providing accurate staging,

especially in the H&N, cannot be overemphasized. A future study

might include the assessment of the clinical practice of incorpo-

rating FDG-PET for staging H&N cancer20,21 and reporting of

TNM staging of H&N cancer on FDG-PET.

CONCLUSIONS
Staging H&N cancer based on imaging presents unique chal-

lenges, but also opportunities. Although some H&N cancers may

not be accurately staged with imaging, staging for most H&N

cancer is determined by the size and local extent, best noted on

cross-sectional imaging, often in conjunction with PET. Future

study is needed to determine whether assigning an imaging-based

stage could improve treatment decisions for patients with H&N

cancer or impact referring physicians’ and patients’ satisfaction.
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